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Createspace, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. Illustrated. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Through the Looking-Glass,
and What Alice Found There is a work of literature by Lewis
Carroll. It is the sequel to Alice s Adventures in Wonderland. The
themes and settings of Through the Looking-Glass make it a
kind of mirror image of Wonderland: the first book begins
outdoors, in the warm month of May, uses frequent changes in
size as a plot device, and draws on the imagery of playing
cards; the second opens indoors on a snowy, wintry night
exactly six months later, in November, uses frequent changes
in time and spatial directions as a plot device, and draws on
the imagery of chess. In it, there are many mirror themes,
including opposites, time running backwards, and so on. This
novel provides superior entertainment for the whole family.
The book includes 12 chapters filled with fantasy and magic.
We find Carroll s inquisitive heroine in a fantastic land where
everything is reversed. Alice encounters talking flowers,
madcap kings and queens, and becomes a pawn in a bizarre
chess game involving Humpty Dumpty, Tweedledum and
Tweedledee,...
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This ebook will be worth buying. It is among the most amazing pdf i have read through. Your way of life period will
likely be enhance the instant you complete reading this ebook.
-- V ita  Eber t-- V ita  Eber t

This type of book is every little thing and taught me to seeking in advance plus more. it absolutely was writtern quite
completely and beneficial. Its been designed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is merely a er i finished reading
this book where basically changed me, modify the way i really believe.
-- Dr . R etta  Medhur st I--  Dr . R etta  Medhur st I
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